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Description

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to an on-line drying control method for powdered or granular materials including inorganic materials such as resin and ceramic wherein materials stored and dried in a drying means such as a hopper dryer are automatically sampled and the moisture content thereof measured, and the temperature of the drying means is controlled based on the obtained result. The invention also relates to an on-line drying control system for said materials.

Prior Art

Generally, controlling the moisture content of resin materials has been considered as the most important problem to overcome in order to maintain good quality of resin products, because an inappropriate moisture content of resin materials to be supplied into a molding machine causes defects in the products such as silver line or void. Therefore, resin materials are usually dried by the use of a hopper dryer before being supplied into the molding machine.

However, resin materials before being fed into the hopper dryer are apt to absorb moisture in the air while stored in a silo or tank for a period of time after a kraft bag or a flexible container which is used to carry the resin materials is opened. Accordingly, a fixed heating temperature and a fixed heating time are settled for the hopper dryer based on an estimated moisture content of resin materials. But such a conventional method for drying resin materials by the use of hopper dryer leaves further room for improvement in saving labour to achieve the most appropriate drying method as the heating of materials is controlled based on an estimation without sufficiently understanding the conditions of resin materials before they are heated.

An object of the present invention is to provide an on-line drying control method for powdered or granular materials wherein a fixed amount of materials is automatically sampled, the moisture content thereof is by feeding into a moisture measuring/operating station and the temperature of drying means is controlled based on the obtained moisture content, and to provide an on-line drying control system for materials to execute the method efficiently.

The Invention

According to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided an on-line drying control method for powdered or granular materials wherein the moisture content of the materials is detected and set at predetermined value by executing the following steps repetitively each time a fixed amount of materials is sampled, characterized by the steps of:

directly transporting the materials into a heat treatment chamber having a gastight heating means after sampling and measuring a fixed volumetric amount of materials stored in a drying unit associated with a temperature controller for controlling heating means in the drying unit;

heating the materials in said heat treatment chamber while supplying the chamber with a pressurized and dried inert gas;

titrating and analysing moisture generated by heating the materials in said heat treatment chamber by supplying the moisture, together with inert gas, to a moisture measuring unit;

measuring the weight of the heated materials discharged from the chamber into a receiver of a weight measuring unit provided under said heat treatment chamber;

automatically calculating the moisture content of said sampled materials by feeding the moisture value detected in said moisture measuring unit and the weight value measured in said weight measuring unit to a calculating unit;

comparing a target predetermined moisture content with the moisture content output from said calculating unit in said temperature controller, by reference to a prepared temperature control table, and

executing feedback control of said heating means so that the moisture content of the materials becomes the target predetermined moisture content set in said temperature controller.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided an on-line drying control system for powdered or granular materials wherein materials stored in a drying unit having a heating means is controlled so as to have a predetermined value of moisture content by sampling a fixed volumetric amount of materials stored in said drying unit, characterized in that said system comprises:

a valve for sampling and measuring a fixed amount of powdered or granular materials stored in said drying unit;

a heat treatment chamber having a gastight heating means and having sufficient capacity to contain the fixed amount of sampled materials, said heat treatment chamber being disposed under said valve;

a transport pipe being said valve and said heat treatment chamber, said transport pipe having a control valve to control supply of materials from said
valve and having a gas vent valve for opening to atmosphere;

a moisture measuring unit connecting to an upper part of said heat treatment chamber via a branch pipe having a control valve;

a control damper disposed under said heat treatment chamber to discharge the materials stored in said heat treatment chamber;

an inert gas feeding means having a feed port at a lower part of said heat treatment chamber and having a feed pipe incorporating a control valve for controlling introduction of pressurized and dried inert gas into said heat treatment chamber;

a weight measuring unit disposed under said control damper for measuring the weight of the heated materials;

a calculating unit which calculates the moisture content of the materials utilising the weight value of the heated materials obtained from said weight measuring unit and the moisture value from said moisture measuring unit each time a fixed amount of materials is sampled; and

a temperature controller connected with said calculating unit for feedback control of said heating means, the moisture content of materials to be controlled being set as a target value in said temperature controller in advance, and said controller comparing the predetermined moisture content with the moisture content output from said calculating unit, with reference to a prepared temperature control table, and executing feedback control of said heating means so that the moisture content of the materials stored in said drying unit becomes the target value set in said controller.

Preferably, the system further comprises a materials measuring chamber with a level detection sensor for detecting the stored amount of materials under said valve and a supplementary control damper disposed between said materials measuring chamber and said heat treatment chamber, wherein said materials stored in said drying unit are sampled and measured with said supplementary damper closed.

Moreover, the system may include a pressurized transport means including a pressurized gas injection port connecting said material discharge port of said drying unit with said heat treatment chamber via said valve; the powdered or granular materials in said drying unit being sampled and pneumatically transported to said heat treatment chamber by pressurized transport means.

Alternatively, the system may include a pressurized transport means connecting the materials discharge port of said drying unit with said materials measuring chamber having the level detection sensor via said valve, and a pressurized gas injection port in said pressurized transport means, and the powdered or granular materials in said drying unit are sampled and pneumatically transported to said measuring chamber by said pressurized transport means.

A moisture measuring/operating station in accordance with the invention may use a moisture measuring unit which executes a coulometric titration, a volumetric titration or a simple absorptive photometric titration which has been disclosed in Japanese Patent Application 63-039291, Karl Fischer reagent being used for all those methods.

**Description of Embodiment**

In the accompanying drawings:

**Figure 1** is a schematic diagram showing one preferable embodiment according to the present invention;

**Figure 2** is a schematic diagram showing another preferable embodiment according to the present invention;

**Figure 3** is a schematic diagram showing still another preferable embodiment according to the present invention; and

**Figure 4** illustrates the partially enlarged sectional view of another preferable construction of moisture measuring/operating station of the system.

The system shown in Figure 1 employs a transporting means wherein powdered or granular materials stored and dried in a hopper dryer A provided as a drying means are sampled by a rotary valve B and a material sampling means BA and supplied by gravitation fall into a moisture measuring/operating station B.

In this system the moisture measuring/operating station B is constructed such that a heat treatment chamber B made of a heat-resistant glass provided with a heating means 4 at its periphery is disposed under the rotary valve 8a and the valve 8a and the heat chamber 3 are connected by a transport pipe P1 having a control valve 7a to control the material supply and a vent valve 7b to open to atmosphere, the control valve 7a including a highly airtight valve disc to prevent the leakage of moisture produced when the materials are heated in the chamber 3.

A material discharge port 3b provided under the chamber 3 is provided with a solenoid-operated control damper 5 which opens and closes the port 3b by reciprocating a valve disc 5a and a weight measuring unit 2 is provided under the damper 5. The weight measuring
unit 2 is equipped with a receiver 21 which can open and close to receive the heated materials discharged from the port 3b of heat chamber 3. When the materials are received in the receiver 21, the weight is automatically measured and is converted into an electrical signal at a signal processor 2a of measuring unit 2, the converted data being sent to a calculating unit 10.

The heat treatment chamber 3 has a capacity enough to contain one sample of powdered or granular materials measured by the rotary valve 8a and its upper part is connected with a branch pipe P2 having a control valve 1a and leading to a moisture measuring unit 1.

Many kinds of trace moisture measuring unit, which use Karl Fischer reagent and the introduction port of which can be directly connected with the branch pipe P2, can be used as the moisture measuring unit 1. If such a unit is provided, a highly accurate coulometric or volumetric moisture measurement by means of Karl Fischer reagent can be achieved by supplying the moisture evaporated by heating the materials into the unit 1 together with an inert gas and by inputting the weight of materials before they are heated.

The moisture measuring unit 1 in this embodiment executes a coulometric titration. The value titrated and analyzed by the unit 1 is converted into an electrical signal and sent to the calculating unit 10, as is the weight value measured by the weight measuring unit 2. Thus the value titrated and analyzed by the moisture measuring unit 1 and the weight value measured by the weight measuring unit 2 are input into the calculating unit 10, the moisture content being calculated and sent to a temperature controller C.

The controller C is provided with a setting device 11 to set the most appropriate value for the moisture content of materials by a dial or push-button operation, whereby the moisture content of materials to be dried is controlled.

After the moisture content of sampled materials is calculated in the calculating unit 10, the controller C compares the obtained moisture content with the moisture content settled by the setting device 11, reads a data table prepared in advance for controlling temperature and controls the temperature of drying means A such as a hopper dryer by sending a control signal into a heating part 12 so as to compensate for deviation of the measured moisture content from the required value.

An inert gas feed port 6a is provided at the lower part of the heat chamber 3 in the moisture station B and connected through a control valve 6b to a gas source 6 which feeds an inert gas such as a dried nitrogen gas or helium gas.

The heat treatment chamber 3 is equipped with a heating means 4 at its periphery constructed by Nesa electrodes or a well-known Nichrome wire. If the heating means is constructed by Nesa electrodes, the materials in the heat chamber 3 can be seen through and also the body of chamber 3 can be made thin and compact.

The heat treatment chamber 3 is heated to and maintained at a temperature just below that at which the stored materials are vaporized in order to evaporate all the moisture contained in the materials. For this purpose, a temperature control unit 4a sets and controls the most appropriate temperature of the chamber 3 before containing materials depending on the materials to be heated therein.

According to this system, when sampling is required, the damper 5 is shut and the control valve 1a is closed to close the branch pipe P2 leading to the moisture measuring unit 1. At the same time the control valve 7a and the vent valve 7b are opened and the rotary valve 8a is driven in rotation while an inert gas is introduced into the chamber 3 by opening the control valve 6b, samples thus being supplied into the chamber 3. At this time the vent valve 7b is opened to atmosphere to prevent air from entering into the chamber 3.

After a fixed amount of powdered or granular materials dried in the drying means is thus contained in the chamber 3, the control valve 7a and the vent valve 7b are closed with the damper 5 still closed. The control valve 1a is opened to open the branch pipe P2 leading to the moisture measuring unit 1 while the control valve 6b is opened to introduce an inert gas from the lower part of chamber 3 into all over the inside thereof.

Under these conditions, powdered or granular materials are heated in the chamber 3 and the moisture produced by the evaporation of heated materials is supplied into the moisture measuring unit 1 together with the introduced inert gas.

The supply of inert gas continues until the measuring unit 1 detects the end of titration. When the unit 1 detects its end, a display 10a of calculating unit 10 shows a sign indicating the end of titration.

After the heat treatment of powdered or granular materials is thus finished, the materials in the chamber 3 are supplied into the weight measuring unit 2 by opening the control damper 5. In the unit 2 the materials received at the receiver 21 are weighed and the value is converted into an electrical signal by the signal processor 2a then sent to the calculating unit 10, wherein data sent from the moisture measuring unit 1 and the weight measuring unit 2 are calculated and the obtained moisture content of the materials is monitored and shown on the display 10a of calculating unit 10.

The moisture content of sampled materials thus calculated in the calculating unit 10 is sent to the temperature controller C in the form of electrical signal and compared with the moisture content settled by the setting device 11. A heat control signal to compensate the deviation of two moisture contents is sent to the heating part 12 of drying means A. Consequently, the materials in the drying means A are heated and dried so as to get the moisture content settled by the setting device 11.

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram showing another preferable embodiment according to the present invention.

In this system a rotary valve 6b in a material supply means 8A of moisture measuring/operating station B
does not work as a measuring device. A fixed amount of powdered or granular materials is weighed by a material measuring chamber 9 having a detection sensor S to detect the level of materials and provided between the material supply means BA and a heat treatment chamber 3.

Materials are supplied into the material measuring chamber 9 by opening a control valve 7a until the sensor S detects that supplied materials reach a determined level. After the fixed amount of materials is stored in the chamber 9, the materials are supplied into the heat chamber 3 by opening a first control damper 51 provided between the measuring chamber 9 and the heat chamber 3.

A second control damper 52 to discharge the heated materials and a weight measuring unit 2 are provided under the heat treatment chamber 3, the heated materials to be titrated and analyzed being weighed by the measuring unit 2.

A calculating unit 10 calculates data sent from a moisture measuring unit 1 and the weight measuring unit 2 and indicates the obtained moisture content of the materials on its display 10a. And other constructions are the same as the above-mentioned first system.

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram showing still another preferable embodiment according to the present invention.

This system is characterized by a pneumatic transporting means 81 having an injection nozzle equipped at a discharge port provided at the lower part of a hopper dryer A as a drying means. Powdered or granular materials are taken out of the hopper dryer A by feeding a pressurized gas into the transporting means 81 and supplied through a transport pipe line P4 by a pneumatic transportation into a moisture measuring/operating station B. The numeral 83 indicates a unit to dehumidify and dry a gas to be supplied into the hopper dryer A.

The materials pneumatically transported by a pressurized gas by the use of such a transporting means 81 are separated from the gas by a filtering device 14 provided at the entrance of measuring chamber 9 of moisture measuring/operating station B. A capacitance level sensor S is provided with the measuring chamber 9 as a weight detection sensor, the sensor S controlling open and close operations of a control valve 7a to store a fixed amount of materials in the chamber 9.

A fixed amount of materials stored in the chamber 9 falls into a heat treatment chamber 3 by opening a first control damper 51 to be stored therein. At this time an inert gas introduced from a feed port 6a provided at the lower part of the heat chamber 3 is bled to atmosphere from the filtering device 14 passing through the heat chamber 3 and the measuring chamber 9. Therefore, both chambers 3 and 9 are prevented from entering of outer air and can be kept under dried circumstances which are suitable for titrating and analyzing moisture content.

The pneumatic transporting means 81 according to this system includes the pressurized gas injection nozzle provided at the initial end side of discharge port of hopper dryer (gas source side) and materials are sucked by injecting a pressurized gas from the nozzle by operating the gas source (not illustrated), that is well known as an ejecting effect.

Such a pneumatic transporting means 81 has been already disclosed in Japan by the present applicant. Materials stored in the hopper A are taken out into the transport pipe line P4 and transported pneumatically when a pressurized gas injected from the nozzle creates negative pressure at the discharge port side of hopper A by the effect of injection. This transporting means 81 is free from clogging caused at the beginning of suction operation because the apparent area of suction port becomes larger than that of a conventional suction nozzle having the same calibre, whereby a small amount of materials can be pneumatically transported by the use of a thin transport pipe.

The system in Figure 3 is also characterized by including a material storing chamber 13 to store at least one sample of materials provided under the heat treatment chamber 3 in the moisture measuring/operating station B.

A layer of powdered or granular materials to be heated is piled on a layer of materials stored in the storing chamber 13 and heated in the chamber 3. After the materials of upper layer are heated in the chamber 3, the materials in the storing chamber 13 are discharged by gravitational fall when a valve disc 52a of control damper 52 is opened. A level sensor S1 is provided with the storing chamber 13 as a weight detection sensor in order to control the amount of discharge, whereby immediately after one sample of materials is discharged, the valve disc 52a of damper 52 is closed, control valves 7a and 6b are opened and an inert gas is introduced into the chamber 13. At the same time a fixed amount of materials newly sampled by the pneumatic transporting means 81 is supplied into the heat treatment chamber 3.

According to this system in which the material storing chamber 13 is provided under the heat treatment chamber 3, powdered or granular materials which have been already heated are stored in the storing chamber 13. Therefore, the chamber 3 is prevented from losing the heat by the supply of materials, contrary, the retained heat of materials can be applied to the above layer of materials, whereby an energy-saving system and quick analysis can be achieved.

Further according to this system, an inert gas is introduced into the heat chamber 3 by opening the control valve 6b when a new sample of materials is supplied. So, this system is more effective in bringing uniformity to the temperature in the heat chamber 3 because the inert gas works as a medium to transfer the heat of materials which have been already heated and also maintaining the temperature in the chamber 3.

Furthermore according to this system, the weight of materials may be measured before heating by sampling a fixed amount of materials and feeding through the chamber 3 without executing heat treatment into the
weight measuring unit 2. In this case, as the weight of the materials measured by the measuring unit 2 differs from that of the heated materials, the average weight of sampled materials, which are not heated, taken out at a few times may be used as the weight data in order to consider the difference between both weights.

Figure 4 illustrates the partially enlarged sectional view of another preferable construction of moisture measuring/operating station B.

A pneumatic transporting means 81 is provided at a discharge port at the lower part of hopper dryer A constructing the drying means and the upstream end of a transport pipe line P4 extended from the transporting means 81 is connected to a feed port formed at the upper end of material measuring chamber 9 of material measuring/operating station B.

The station B includes a heat treatment chamber 3 having a heating means 4 constructed by winding a NiChrome wire under the material measuring chamber 9 interposed by a first control damper 51, a material storing chamber 13, described heretofore, provided under the heat chamber 3, a second control damper 52 under the chamber 13, and a weight measuring unit 2 having a receiver 21 to receive powdered or granular materials discharged from a material discharge port 13b of the storing chamber 13 under the damper 52.

Capacitance level sensors S and S1 are provided as a weight detection sensor for the measuring chamber 9 and the storing chamber 13 respectively. The transport pipe line P4 connected with the transporting means 81 at its downstream end is connected to the upper end of measuring chamber 9 and a filtering unit 14 to separate the transported materials from a pressurized gas is provided at the side of the chamber 9.

The first control damper 51 provided between the measuring chamber 9 and the heat chamber 3 includes a solenoid-operated highly airtight valve disc 51a. The solenoid-operated second control damper 52 disposed under the storing chamber 13 is constructed so as to be able to introduce an inert gas by filling a breathable ceramic material 53 in a gas introduction pipe 54 even if a valve disc 52a is closed, as described hereinafter. The numeral 1a indicates a control valve interposed in the branch pipe P2 leading to a moisture measuring unit 1 (illustrated in Figure 3) from the upper part of heat treatment chamber 3.

The temperature control of the drying means A is executed like the system shown in Figure 1. For this purpose the temperature controller C is provided with the setting device 11 for moisture content, receiving the signal from the calculating unit 10 of moisture measuring/operating station B and sending a control signal to the heating part 12 of drying means A;

The valve disc 52a of control damper 52 is provided with a valve port 52b to discharge the materials and filled with the breathable ceramic material 53 so as to close a material discharge port 13b constructed under the heat chamber 3 when the valve disc 52a is at closed position.

The gas introduction pipe 54 having one opened end is provided with the ceramic material 53 and the opening of the pipe 54 is connected with a gas feed pipe P3 leading to a pressurized and dried inert gas source 6.

According to such a construction, as the valve port 52b conforms to the discharge port 13b when the damper 52 is opened, powdered or granular materials contained in the chamber 13 are discharged by gravitational fall through the port 13b. When the damper 52 is closed, the ceramic material 53 closes the port 13b and prevents the discharge of materials. However, an inert gas entered from the gas introduction pipe 54 successively goes into the heat chamber 3 because the gas can pass through the ceramic material 53, thus the replacement by an inert gas, as described heretofore, and the supply of inert gas when materials are heated can be achieved.

In the above-mentioned embodiments a construction in which sampled materials are weighed before heating or after heating by the weight measuring unit 2 is explained. However, such a weight measuring unit 2 may be removed and the apparent specific weight and the volume of sampled materials may be input into a calculating unit 10. Such a system can further simplify the construction thereof because of the removal of weight measuring unit 2 and is more effectively used for the moisture control of the same kind of powdered or granular materials.

In this case, the system may be preferably constructed such that the volume of sampled materials is input into the calculating unit 10 automatically.

Claims

1. An on-line drying control method for powdered or granular materials wherein the moisture content of the materials is detected and set at predetermined value by executing the following steps repetitively each time a fixed amount of materials is sampled, characterized by the steps of:

   directly transporting the materials into a heat treatment chamber (3) having a gastight heating means (4) after sampling and measuring a fixed volumetric amount of materials stored in a drying unit (A) associated with a temperature controller (C) for controlling heating means (12) in the drying unit;

   heating the materials in said heat treatment chamber (3) while supplying the chamber with a pressurized and dried inert gas;

   titrating and analysing moisture generated by heating the materials in said heat treatment chamber (3) by supplying the moisture, together with inert gas, to a moisture measuring unit (1);

   measuring the weight of the heated materials

2. An on-line drying control method as claimed in claim 1, wherein:

   A solenoid-operated highly airtight valve disc 51a is provided, the solenoid-operated second control damper 52 disposed under the storing chamber 13 is constructed so as to be able to introduce an inert gas by filling a breathable ceramic material 53 in a gas introduction pipe 54 even if a valve disc 52a is closed, as described hereinafter.

   A control valve 1a is provided in the branch pipe P2 leading to a moisture measuring unit 1 (illustrated in Figure 3) from the upper part of heat treatment chamber 3.

   The temperature control of the drying means A is executed like the system shown in Figure 1. For this purpose the temperature controller C is provided with the setting device 11 for moisture content, receiving the signal from the calculating unit 10 of moisture measuring/operating station B and sending a control signal to the heating part 12 of drying means A.
discharged from the chamber (3) into a receiver (21) of a weight measuring unit (2) provided under said heat treatment chamber (3); automatically calculating the moisture content of said sampled materials by feeding the moisture value detected in said moisture measuring unit (1) and the weight value measured in said weight measuring unit (2) to a calculating unit (10); comparing a target predetermined moisture content with the moisture content output from said calculating unit (10) in said temperature controller (C), by reference to a prepared temperature control table; and executing feedback control of said heating means (12) so that the moisture content of the materials becomes the target predetermined moisture content set in said temperature controller (C).

2. An on-line drying control system for powdered or granular materials wherein materials stored in a drying unit (A) having a heating means (12) is controlled so as to have a predetermined value of moisture content by sampling a fixed volumetric amount of materials stored in said drying unit (A), characterized in that said system comprises:

- a valve (8a) for sampling and measuring a fixed amount of powdered or granular materials stored in said drying unit (A);
- a heat treatment chamber (3) having a gastight heating means (4) and having sufficient capacity to contain the fixed amount of sampled materials, said heat treatment chamber (3) being disposed under said valve (8a);
- a transport pipe (P1) between said valve (8a) and said heat treatment chamber (3), said transport pipe (P1) having a control valve (7a) to control supply of materials from said valve (8a) and having a gas vent valve (7b) for opening to atmosphere;
- a moisture measuring unit (1) connecting to an upper part of said heat treatment chamber (3) via a branch pipe (P2) having a control valve (1a);
- a control damper (5) disposed under said heat treatment chamber (3) to discharge the materials stored in said heat treatment chamber (3);
- an inert gas feeding means (6) having a feed port (6a) at a lower part of said heat treatment chamber (3) and having a feed pipe (P3) incorporating a control valve (6b) for controlling introduction of pressurized and dried inert gas into said heat treatment chamber (3); a weight measuring unit (2) disposed under said control damper (5) for measuring the weight of the heated materials; a calculating unit (10) which calculates the moisture content of the materials utilising the weight value of the heated materials obtained from said weight measuring unit (2) and the moisture value from said moisture measuring unit (1) each time a fixed amount of materials is sampled; and a temperature controller (C) connected with said calculating unit (10) for feedback control of said heating means (12), the moisture content of materials to be controlled being set as a target value in said temperature controller (C) in advance, and said controller (C) comparing the predetermined moisture content with the moisture content output from said calculating unit (10), with reference to a prepared temperature control table, and executing feedback control of said heating means (12) so that the moisture content of the materials stored in said drying unit (A) becomes the target value set in said controller (C).

3. An on-line drying control system for powdered or granular materials as set forth in claim 2, characterized in that said system further comprises a materials measuring chamber (9) with a level detection sensor (S) for detecting the stored amount of materials under said valve (8a) and a supplementary control damper (51) disposed between said materials measuring chamber (9) and said heat treatment chamber (3), wherein said materials stored in said drying unit (A) are sampled and measured with said supplementary damper (51) closed.

4. An on-line drying control system for powdered or granular materials as set forth in claim 2, characterized by:

- a pressurized transport means (81) including a pressurized gas injection port connecting said material discharge port of said drying unit (A) with said heat treatment chamber (3) via said valve (8a), the powdered or granular materials in said drying unit (A) being sampled and pneumatically transported to said heat treatment chamber (3) by pressurized transport means (81).

5. An on-line drying control system for powdered or
granular materials as set forth in claim 3, characterized by:

a pressurized transport means (81) connecting the materials discharge port of said drying unit (A) with said materials measuring chamber (9) having the level detection sensor (S) via said valve (7a), and a pressurized gas injection port in said pressurized transport means (81), and the powdered or granular materials in said drying unit (A) are sampled and pneumatically transported to said measuring chamber (9) by said pressurized transport means (81).

**Patentansprüche**

1. Ein On-Line-Trocknungssteuerungssystem für pulverförmige oder körnige Stoffe, wobei die Feuchtigkeitsgehalt der Stoffe detektiert und auf einen vorbestimmten Wert durch Durchführen der folgenden Stufen jedesmal auf dem Zeitpunkt, zu dem eine feste Menge der Stoffe als Probe genommen wird, eingestellt wird, gekennzeichnet durch die Stufen:

   unmittelbare Fördern der Stoffe in eine Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) mit einem gasdichten Heizmittel (4) nach Probenahme und Messen einer festen volumetrischen Menge der Stoffe, die in einer Trockeneinheit (A) gespeichert sind, die mit einem Temperaturregler (C) zum Regeln des in ihr vorgesehenen Heizmittels (12) zusammenwirkt,

   Aufwärmen der Stoffe in der Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) unter Beschicken der Kammer (3) mit einem unter Druck stehenden und getrockneten inert Gas,

   Titrieren und Analysieren der durch Aufheizen der Stoffe in der Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) erzeugten Feuchtigkeit durch Zuführen der Feuchtigkeit zusammen mit einem inerten Gas zu einer Feuchtigkeitseinstellung (1),

   Messen des Gewichtes der aus der Kammer (3) in einen Empfänger (21) einer unter der Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) vorgesehenen Gewichtsmeßeinheit (2) abgegebenen aufgeheizten Stoffe,

   selbständiges Errechnen des Feuchtigkeitsgehaltes der probegenommenen Stoffe durch Zuleiten des in der Feuchtigkeitseinstellung (1) detektierten Feuchtigkeitswertes und des in der Gewichtsmeßeinheit (2) gemessenen Gewichtswertes zu einer Recheneinheit (10),

   Vergleichen eines vorbestimmten Sollfeuchtigkeitsgehaltes mit der Feuchtigkeitsgehaltsausgabe der Recheneinheit (10) in dem Temperaturregler (C) durch Bezug auf eine vorbereitete Temperaturgeltabelle und

   Durchführen einer Rückkopplungsregelung des Heizmittels (12), so daß der Feuchtigkeitsgehalt der Stoffe zu dem in dem Temperaturregler (10) gesetzten vorbestimmten Sollfeuchtigkeitsgehalt wird.

2. Ein On-Line-Trocknungssteuerungssystem für pulverförmige oder körnige Stoffe, bei dem in einer ein Heizmittel (12) aufweisenden Trockeneinheit (A) gelagerte Stoffe zum Erzielen eines vorbestimmten Feuchtigkeitsgehalts durch Probenahme einer festen volumetrischen Menge der in der Trockeneinheit (A) gespeicherten Stoffe, gesteuert werden, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das System aufweist:

   ein Ventil (8a) zur Probenahme und zum Messen einer festen Menge dar in der Trockeneinheit (A) gespeicherten pulverförmigen oder körnigen Stoffe,

   eine Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) mit einem gasdichten Heizmittel (4) mit ausreichender Kapazität zur Aufnahme der festen Menge der probegenommenen Stoffe, wobei die Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) unter dem Ventil (8a) angeordnet ist,

   eine Förderleitung (P1) zwischen dem Ventil (8a) und der Wärmebehandlungskammer (3), wobei die Förderleitung (P1) ein Steuerventil (7a) zum Steuern der Zufuhr der Stoffe vom Ventil (8a) und ein Gasentlüftungsventil (7b) zum Öffnen gegenüber der Atmosphäre aufweist,

   eine Feuchtigkeitsmeßeinheit (1), die über eine Zweigleitung (P2) mit einem Steuerventil (1a) an einen oberen Teil der Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) angeschlossen ist,

   eine unter der Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) angemendete Steuerklappe (5) zur Abgabe der in der Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) gespeicherten Stoffe,

   ein Zuführungsmittel (6) für Inertgas mit einer Zuführungsoffnung (6a) an einem unteren Teil der Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) und mit einer Zuführungsleitung (P3) mit einem Steuerventil (6b) zum Steuern des Einleitens von unter Druck stehendem und getrocknetem inertem Gas in die Wärmebehandlungskammer (3).
eine unter der Steuerklappe (5) angeordnete Gewichtsmesseinheit (2) zum Messen des Gewichtes der aufgeheizten Stoffe,

eine Recheneinheit (10), die den Feuchtigkeitsgehalt der Stoffe unter Verwendung des von der Gewichtsmesseinheit (2) erhaltenen Gewichtswertes der aufgeheizten Stoffe und den Feuchtigkeitswert von der Feuchtigkeitsmeseinheit (1) jedesmal dann berechnet, wenn eine festgelegte Menge der Stoffe probenommen wird, und

ein Temperaturregler (C), der zur Rückkopplungsregelung des Heizmittels (12) an die Recheneinheit (10) angeschlossen ist, wobei der zu steuernde Feuchtigkeitsgehalt der Stoffe als Sollwert im voraus in den Temperaturregler (C) eingegeben wird und dieser den vorbestimmten Feuchtigkeitsgehalt mit der Feuchtigkeitsmeseinheit aus der Recheneinheit (10) unter Bezug auf eine vorbereitete Temperaturregeltabelle vergleicht und die Rückkopplungsregelung des Heizmittels (12) so ausführt, daß der Feuchtigkeitsgehalt der in der Trockeneinheit (A) gespeicherten Stoffe zu dem in den Regler (10) eingebenen Sollwert wird.

3. Ein On-Line-Trocknungssteuersystem für pulverförmige oder körnige Stoffe wie in Anspruch 2 beschrieben, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das System weiter eine Stoffmesskammer (9) mit einem Höhendetektionsensor (S) zum Detektieren der unter dem Ventil (B) gespeicherten Stoffmenge und eine zwischen der Stoffmesskammer (9) und der Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) angeordnete ergänzende Steuerklappe (51) aufweist, wobei die in der Trockeneinheit (A) gespeicherten Stoffe bei geschlossener ergänzender Klappe (51) probenommen und gemessen werden.

4. Ein On-Line-Trocknungssteuersystem für pulverförmige oder körnige Stoffe wie in Anspruch 2 beschrieben, gekennzeichnet durch:
ein Druckfordermittel (81) mit einer Druckgasinjektionsöffnung zum Verbinden der Stoffaussageöffnung der Trockeneinheit (A) mit der Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) über das Ventil (B), wobei die pulverförmigen oder körnigen Stoffe in der Trockeneinheit (A) probenommen und über das Druckfordermittel (81) pneumatisch zur Wärmebehandlungskammer (3) gefördert werden.

5. Ein On-Line-Trocknungssteuersystem für pulverförmige oder körnige Stoffe wie in Anspruch 3 beschrieben, gekennzeichnet durch:
ein Druckfördermittel (81), das die Stoffaussageöffnung der Trockeneinheit (A) mit der den Höhendetektionsensor (S) enthaltenden Stoffmesskammer (9) über das Ventil (7a) verbindet, und eine Druckgasinjektionsöffnung in dem Druckfördermittel (81), wobei die pulverförmigen oder körnigen Stoffe in der Trockeneinheit (A) probenommen und durch das Druckfördermittel (81) pneumatisch zur Meßkammer (9) gefördert werden.

Reivendications

1. Méthode de commande de séchage en continu de produits pulvéruents ou granuleux, selon laquelle la teneur en humidité des produits est détectée et fixée à une valeur prédéterminée en exécutant les opérations suivantes de manière répétitive, chaque fois qu'une quantité fixe de produits est échantillonnée, caractérisée par les étapes conséquent à :
transporter directement les produits dans une chambre de traitement thermique (3) possédant des moyens de chauffage étanches aux gaz (4) après échantillonnage et mesure d'une quantité volumétrique fixe de produits stockés dans une unité de séchage (A) associée à un régulateur de température (C), destiné à commander les moyens de chauffage (12) de cette unité de séchage ;
chauffer ces produits dans ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3), en introduisant dans cette chambre un gaz inerte sec sous pression ;
titrer et analyser l'humidité produite, en chauffant les produits dans ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3), en introduisant l'humidité ainsi que le gaz inerte dans une unité de mesure d'humidité (1) ;
mesurer le poids des produits chauffés déversés de la chambre (3) dans un bac (21) d'une unité de mesure de poids (2) prévue sous ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3) ;
calculer automatiquement la teneur en humidité des produits échantillonnés en introduisant la valeur de l'humidité détectée par ladite unité de mesure d'humidité (1) et la valeur du poids mesuré par ladite unité de mesure de poids (2) dans une unité de calcul (10) ;
comparer une teneur cible en humidité, prédéterminée, avec la teneur en humidité fournie par la sortie de ladite unité de calcul (10) dans ledit régulateur de température (C), en se référant à une table de contrôle de température prédéterminée ; et
exécuter la commande en contre-réaction desdits moyens de chauffage (12), de façon à ce que la teneur en humidité des produits devienne la teneur recherchée en humidité, prédéterminée fixée dans ledit régulateur de température (C).
2. Système de commande de séchage en continu de produits pulvérisants ou granuleux dans lequel les produits stockés dans une unité de séchage (A) possédant des moyens de chauffage (12) sont contrôlés de manière à avoir une teneur en humidité correspondant à une valeur prédéterminée, en échantillonnant une quantité volumétrique fixe de produits stockés dans ladite unité de séchage (A), caractérisé en ce que ledit système comprend :

- une vanne (8a) destinée à échantillonner et mesurer une quantité fixe de produits pulvérisants ou granuleux stockés dans ladite unité de séchage (A);
- une chambre de traitement thermique (3) possédant des moyens de chauffage étanchés aux gaz (4) et ayant une capacité suffisante pour contenir la quantité fixe de produits échantillonnés, ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3) étant disposée sous ladite vanne (8a);
- un tuyau de transport (P1), entre ladite vanne (8a) et ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3), ledit tuyau de transport (P1) possédant une vanne de commande (7a), destinée à commander l'alimentation des produits venant de ladite vanne (8a) et étant munie d'une soupape d'échappement des gaz (7b), assurant la mise à l'atmosphère ;
- une unité de mesure d'humidité (1) reliée à une partie supérieure de ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3) par l'intermédiaire d'un tuyau de dérivation (P2), muni d'une vanne de commande (1a);
- un registre de commande (5) disposée sous ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3) pour déverser les produits stockés dans celle-ci ;
- des moyens d'alimentation en gaz inertes (6), possédant un orifice d'alimentation (6a) dans la partie inférieure de ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3) et munis d'un tuyau d'alimentation (P3) comprenant une vanne de commande (6b), destinée à commander l'introduction de gaz inertes sec sous pression dans ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3);
- une unité de mesure de poids (2), disposée sous ledit registre de commande (5), destinée à mesurer le poids des produits chauffés ;
- une unité de calcul (10), qui calcule la teneur en humidité des produits, en utilisant le valeur du poids des produits chauffés obtenue à partir de ladite unité de mesure de poids (2) et la valeur d'humidité obtenue à partir de ladite unité de mesure d'humidité (1), chaque fois qu'une quantité fixe de produits est échantillonnée ;
- un régulateur de température (C) raccordé à ladite unité de calcul (10) pour assurer la commande par contre-réaction desdits moyens de chauffage (12), la teneur en humidité des produits à contrôler étant fixée à l'avance à une valeur cible dans ledit régulateur de température (C), celui-ci comparant la teneur en humidité prédéterminée avec la teneur en humidité fournie par la sortie de ladite unité de calcul (10), en se référant à une table de contrôle de température préétablie, et en exécutant la commande par contre-réaction desdits moyens de chauffage (12), de façon à ce que la teneur en humidité des produits stockés dans ladite unité de séchage (A) devienne la valeur cible fixée dans ledit régulateur (C).

3. Système de commande en ligne de séchage de produits pulvérisants ou granuleux selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend en outre une chambre de mesure de produits (9), avec un capteur de détection de niveau (S) destiné à détecter la quantité de produits stockés sous ladite vanne (8a) et un registre de commande supplémentaire (51) disposé entre ladite chambre de mesure de produits (9) et ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3), dans lequel lesdits produits stockés dans l'unité de séchage (A) sont échantillonnés et mesurés avec ledit registre supplémentaire (51) fermé.

4. Système de commande en ligne de séchage de produits pulvérisants ou granuleux selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend :
- des moyens de transport sous pression (B1) comportant un orifice d'injection de gaz sous pression et reliant ledit orifice de déversement des produits de ladite unité de séchage (A) à ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3) par l'intermédiaire de ladite vanne (8a), les produits pulvérisants ou granuleux dans ladite unité de séchage (A) étant échantillonnés et transportés pneumatiquement vers ladite chambre de traitement thermique (3), par les moyens de transport sous pression (B1).

5. Système de commande en ligne de séchage de produits pulvérisants ou granuleux selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce qu'il comprend :
- des moyens de transport sous pression (B1) reliant ledit orifice de déversement des produits de ladite unité de séchage (A) à ladite chambre de mesure de produits (9) muni du capteur de détection de niveau (S) par l'intermédiaire de ladite vanne (7a), et un orifice d'injection de gaz dans lesdits moyens de transport sous pression (B1), les produits pulvérisants ou granuleux présents dans ladite unité de séchage (A) étant échantillonnés et transportés pneumatiquement vers ladite chambre de mesure (9) par lesdits moyens de transport sous pression (B1).